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MICROPHONES AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
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DATA SHEET
MODEL 5455 UNIDYNE III

MICROPHONE

UNIDIRECTIONAL DYNAMIC Dual Impedance
GENERAL: The Model 5455 "Unidyne III" is aslender moving-
coil microphone, built to provide wide-range reproduetion of music
and voice and featuring an excellent direetional pickup pattern.
The unidireetional charaeteristic of the microphone provides highly
satisfaetory operation under adverse acoustic conditions. It per-
mits placement of the microphone at a 75'10 greater distance from
the performer than is possible with non-direetional (omni-direc-
tional) microphones.

The smooth frequency response and aHending faithful reproduc-
tion are largely due to a specially designed diaphragm aHached to
a sensitive coil suspended in a magnetic strueture. The microphone
is rugged ui to withstand rough usage and is unaffected by
e pe a. e a d umidity variations. The Model 5455 has a built
i o -cif " to control the microphone circuit. The switch is an
i egral part of the receptacle assembly and is a slide-to·talk locking
type switch.

The case is modern in design with attraetive streamlining and
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stallations where it is desired to keep the microphone size to a mini-
mum and still retain maximum operating efficiency. A new self adjust-
ing swivel permits aiming the microphone at the source of sound:

The IS·foot (5.5m) high-qua lily, shielded three conductor cable
is supplied with a microphone plug equivalent to the Amphenol
91-MC4M plug.

The maximum recommended length of cable between micro.
phone and amplifier when used in the high impedance position is
25 fe et (7.6m). Longer cable may be used with a loss of apprexl-
mately 2db at 5000 c.p.s, for each additional 25 fe et (7.6m) of
cable. In using longer cable the 3 conductor shielded cable furn-
ished with the microphone could be replaced with a single conduc-
tor shielded cable. When this is done, the shield of the ce ble
must be conneeted to pin # I of the microphone plug and the
center or "hot" conductor must be conneeted to pin #2.

The shield, chassis or amplifier ground should be securely con.
neeted to a water pipe or similar ground to prevent shock hazard
during operation of amplifying system.

When used with amplifiers using the grid leak type of bias at
the input tube, it may be desirable to use a .0 I mfd. condenser be-
tween the microphone and the input grid circuit.

OPERATION: No special precaution beyond ordinary care is
necessary in the operation of the Model 5455 Microphone. It will

CONNECTIONS: The Model 5455 "Unidyne III" Microphone operate efficiently and dependably in hot and cold climates. To re-
is a duel-irnpedence microphone. It may be conneeted direetly to tain the full strength of the highly efficient permanent magnet and
a 50·250 ohm line, or high impedance input. 5eleetion of either im- to maintain alignment of the structure, dropping or other severe
pedance is accomplished by using the proper connedions at the mechanical shocks should be avoided.
end of the cable. (5ee Figure A). The swivel adapter fits conventional f100r stands, desk stands,

The microphone cable plug is equivalent to the Amphenol 91- an~ the 5hure 533 and. 533B Desk 5tands. The microf'hone may be
MC4M plug. The cable shield is connected to the # I pin and plug easdy removed from +his adapter for use as a hand microphene,
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duetor is connected. to the #3 pin; the black conduc!or is con- quency charaeteristic of the Model 5455 is shown in figure D. The
neeted to the #4 pin.. smooth wide-range characteristic is excellent for high-qua lit y repro-

The # I pin of the microphone receptacle is conneeted to the duetion of music and speech.
ground side of the high im~edance windin~ and, also, is c~nn~eted The polar charaeteristic resembles a cardioid. But, unlike most
to the metal parts of the microphone cer+r id qe. The #2 pin IS the direetional microphones this polar characteristic is the same both
"hot" conduetor for conneetion with high impedance amplifiers as in the horizontal and ver+icel planes There is a wide useful pick-
shown in Figur.e A·3. Pins #3 and #4 are the "hot" ~ond~ctors up angle at the front of the microphone, while the response at the
for bal~nced line. conne~tJons to a standard low or medium impe- sides is down 6db from the front response. The rear response is
dance Input ernplifier (Flgure A-I). down typically 15db to 20db. The Model 5455 fulfills these require-

The low impedance conneetion is recommended where Iong cable ments over a broad range of frequencies. (5ee figure E).
lengths are required or under conditions of severe hum disturbance. The true unidirectional charaeteristic of the microphone should
The_ permissible cable length is praetically unlimited, since neither not be confused with the relatively slight direetional effeet at high
respons e nor level is appreciably affeeted. For use with high irn- frequencies which can be produced by baffle effeets in the conven-
pedance amplifiers, 5hure Model AS6A Ceble-Type Transformer is tional pressure microphone.
available for coupling the low impedance line to the amplifier in- The result of this true unidireetional charaeteristic is elimination
put as shown in Figure A·2. The double winding primary of the of acoustic feedback at volume leveis which would cause consider-
5hure Model AS6A transformer permits coupling a 50-250 ohm line able feedback with conventional semidirectional or omnidirectional
to the high impedance input. microphones. In praetically all cases it is possible to increase loud-

The high impedance conneetion in the Model 5455 Microphone speaker leveis when a Unidvne III is installed. By. directing the
may be used with any high gain amplifier with an input impedance dead side (rear) of the miercphene towards the aud ience or othel
of 100,000 ohms or more (5ee Figure A-3). To conneet the amplifier source of interfering sound, pickup can be co~centrated on the d~.
plug to the shielded cable supplied with the microphone, conneet sired source, Reverberation energy pickup 's decreased e pproxr-
the shield lead to the ground terminal of the amplifier plug, and mately +wc-rhlrds. The microphone ca~ be placed. close to re~ecf.
connec+ the red lead to the "hot" terminal of the amplifier plug. ing surfaces without objectional effects If the rear SIde of the rrucro-
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APPLICATIONS: The Model 5455 is ideal for high-quality
public address. theatre-stage sound systems and recording appli-
cations.

The true unidirectional characteristics of the Model 5455 provide
an easy solution to the feed back problem in reverberant locations,
facilitates orchestral placement, permits best utilization of space in
small studios, and provides pracfically complete exclusion of un-
wanted noises.

INSTALLATION: Figure B shows the internal wiring of the
Model 5455 as supplied. The Model 5455 has a standard %"·27
thread and may be mounted on any conventional desk, banquet, or
f100r stand. To avoid A.e. hum induction when Iong lines are used
care should be taken that the cable does not parallel A.C. power
lines for long distances.

Copyright 1960. Shure Brothers, Inc.
27A177 (2-63)



MODEL 5455

FIG. A·l
AMPlIFIER WITH LOW
IMPEDANCE INPUT

MODEL 5455

MODEL 545S

fOR 50-250 OHM MICROPHONE
CONNECTlON

THREE CONDUCTOR SHIELDEOCABLE
IREDCONOUCTORNOTUSEO)

CABLE LENGTH PflACTICALLY UN-
LIMITED

FIG. A·2

SINGLE COHDUCTOR SHlELOEO CABLE
CAISlE LENGTH NOT IN EXCESS Of 7'

THREE CONOUCTORSHIELDED CABLE
(RED CONDUCTOR NOTUSED)

SMURE AS6A TRANSFORMER MATCHES
&0-250 OliMS TO HIGH IMPEOANCE
INPUT (100,000 OHNS eR MORE)

FIG. A·3
AMPLlFIER WITH HIGH
IMPEDANCE INPUT

Tllf::::~-CC~!DWC'OR&U:::L[I.E.O.cABLE-
ISLACt( AND WHITE CONOUCTORS
NOT USEO)

UP TO 25 FOOT TOTAL CA&.E LENGTH
SUGGESTED.
(LONGER LENGTHS MAY SE USEO WITH
SONE LOSS OF HIGH FREQUENCY RES-
PONS[)

FIGURE A

AMPHENOL MC4F
TYPE CONNECTOR

CONNECTED TO
METAL PARTS
or CASE AND

CARTRIDGE

INTERNAL WIRING
FIGURE B
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phone is +eward the reflecting surface. This is particularly velusble
in small broadces+ studios. It is desirable to experiment with micro-
phone pia cement and orientation in order to secure the greatest
benefits from the unidirectional characteristic.

5PECIFICATION5

'1000 c.p.s. Response
Model 5455 Low Impedance
- _Opeo_cir<;!J it volt;.ge .li.n~ =.=.~.=_.._.._..==_"i>7~8d:'ti:b.,.*----~-~--

Loaded with 250 ohm u.u...... 8335*
Power level into 2S0 ohm - S7db**
RETMA Microphone Rating GM (Sensitivity). __,_ -149db***

Model 5455 High Impedance
Open circuit voltage leve!.. _ - 5Sdb*
Loaded with 100,000 ohm................... _ - 58db*
RETMA Microphone Rating GM (Sensitivity) -ISI db***

("') _ Odb = I volt per microbar.
(**) Odb = I milliwatt with 10 microbars.
(***) RETMA Standard SE-lOS, August 1949.
Recommended Load Impedance
Model 54SS Low Impedance Connection - . - ..... - -SO-250 ohms
Model 545S High Impedance Connection .. 100,000 ohms or more

MODEL 5455
Nt. Wt. Less Cable 14 oz. (397g)

Cable 18 Foot. (5.Sm) 3 Conductor Shielded

Dimensions See Figure C

Finish Chrome and Black

Packaged Wt. 2V4 Pounds (102Ig)

GUARANTEE: Each microphone is guaranteed to be free from
electrical and mechanical defects for a period of one year from

. ~ d_a.tLgf_shipm~tJrom factor")',_provided all instructions ara com-
plied with fully. In case of damage. re1urnthe micropnone tO"the
factory for repairs. Our guarantee is voided if the microphone is
subjec+ed to accident or abuse or if the case is opened.
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AMPHENOL MC4F
TYPE CONNECTOR
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MODEL 5455

Architect's Specifications
The microphone shall be a moving coil type microphone

with a frequency range of 50 to IS,OOO c.p.s, This unit shall
have a "cardioid" horizontal polar characteristic. The cancel-
lation at the sides shall be approximately 6db and the ean-
cellation at the rear shall be IS to 20db. The microphone shall
be a dual-impedance microphone having rating impedance of
ISO ohms and 40,000 ohms. The microphone rating GM (sen-
sitivity) at 1000 c.p.s, shall be within ±3db of the folIowing
leveis.

Low impedance . _, .. - _..... - . - .... -148db
High impedance . __ ... - - - ., - - - .. , .-150db

The nilicrophone shall be provided with a swivel, a built
in on-off switch and areceptacle equivalent to the Amphenol
91-MC4F capable of connecting to a three-conductor shield-
ed cable plug. The microphone shall mount on a stand having
%"-27 thread. The overall dimension shall be 7 29/32"
(200.8mm) ± 1/64" in length, I 21/32" (42.lmm) in depth
and I 15/16" (31.4mm) ± 1/64" in diameter.
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(42.1 mm)

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
FIGUR.E C
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Imagine a perfectly
round ball on - now,

poke your finger into
one side of it and push
in hard. .. he resultant

configuratio~ represents
the ideal symm trical pickup

pattern of a cardioid microphone.
Ideally, this pattern sh uld be broad

at the front, uniform at all frequencie -with uni-
form sound quality at any point within the patte rn ,
off-axis as well as on-axis. Otherwlse] even slight
movements of the performer about th axis tend to
distort the sound. And, unless the pa tern is sym-
metrical, it is prey to feedback-creati· g floor and
ceiling reflected sound waves. The Unidyne III
comes closest of any popular P.A. m 'crophone in
reaching the ideal ... its pattern is totally sym-
metrical (there is no hidden top or b ttom bulge)
... in faet, it is truly cardioid at fr quencies as
low as 70 cos!

the UNID1:NE mapproaches the theoretical ideal
of the cardioid pickup pattern. This means completely
uniform pickup pattern about the axis at allfrequencies!

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
This is the pickup pattern of the
Unidyne III. Note its relative
uniformity at ALL frequencies.
Compare this to the patterns of
other microphones which be-
come sharply less directional as
frequency drops until at very
low frequencies, they become
omnidirectional.
Nete that the Unidyne III on-axis
(solid line) and off-axis (dotted
line) response is virtually the
same. Note also the smoothness
of response. The control led roll-
oflf at the low end prevents
"boomy" sound. Test for pickup
pattern symmetry yourself-ro-
tate the Unidyne III while talk-
ing into it from various off-axis
angles (45°, 90°, etc.). You
will note that the volume and
tonal quality of the microphone
remain constant about the axis.
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MODEL 5455 UNIDYNE III
The world's finest moderately

priced dynamic cardioid micro-
phone for general purpose and

public address system. use. In
addition to its outstanding pickup

characteristics, the Unidyne III is
designed throughout for superior reproduction
with utmost convenience and distinguished
appearance:
• Smallest of the Unidirectional Microphones
• Built-in on-off switch
• lmproved swivel permits tilting of head through

180° so microphone can be "ai med" at the
source of sound

• See the back page of this folder for complete
specifications

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE UNIDYNE III FAMILY:
MODEL546-Broadcast version of Unidyne III. Shock
mounted, Cannonconnector, etc. Write for data sheets.
MODEL'545-Compact, true "proben design model of
Unidyne III. Can be removedfrom stand in a second-
without tools. No switch.
MODEL 544-Gooseneck mounted Unidyne III for use
in dispatching and paging stations, language labs, etc.



SPECIFICATIONS
for modeis 5455

UNIDYNE m
TYPE: Dynarnic
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 50-15,000 cps.
OUTPUT LEVEL:

Low: -57 db (O db = l milliwatt per
10 microbars)
High: -55 db (O db = l volt per
microbar) .

IMPEDANCE: Dual. Choice of 50-250 ohms
or high
POLAR PATTERN: Cardioid. (Uniform with
frequency, symmetrical about axis)
MAGNETIC CIRCUIT: Uses Alnico V magnet
CASE: Die cast zinc and "Arme-Dur"
FINISH: Satin chrome and black
SWIVEL: New improved self-adjusting "pos-
itive action" lifetime swivel permits tilting
of the head through 180°· so that the mi-
craphone can be aimed at the source of
sound
CABLJ: CONNECTOR: Equivalent to Amphe-
nol MC4M pi ug
CABLE: 18 f t. , 3-conductor shielded
STAND THREAD: %"-27 thread
DIMENSIONS (not including swivel): 11%,."
diameter, 5K/' length
NET WEIGHT: (Iess cable) % lb., pac kag d
weight 23fa Ibs.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: Model A86A
Cable Type Transformer. Model S36A D sk
Stand. Model S39A Vibration-Isol lIon
Stand. Model A-47 Quick-Disconnect I ol
tion Unit.

SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
222 HARTREY AV., VANSTON, ILLlNOIS

FACT
ICTIO

O(Theterm C.rdlold refers to speclflc unldlrec-
tlonal eharaeterlstles of a mlerophone, deflned
and IImlted by a preclse mathematleel formule.)

--
FICTION: all "cardioid" microphones
have similar pickup patterns
In fact some so-cal led "cardioid" microphones actually
pick up much sound from the rear at certain frequencies
(particularly at low frequencies)! Others have side and rear pickup
"lobes" at many erratically different frequencies. Some patterns are
extremely-vnarrow" at high frequencies while being virtually
omnidirectional (360° pickup) at critical low frequencies.

FICTION: all "cardioid" patterns are symmetrical
about the axis I

Very few "cardioid" patterns are symmetrical about the
axis 'in all planes. The pickup pattern in planes other than
that for which cardioid data is published, often is not cardioid
and actually is an undersirable pickup pattern. This can lead
to all sorts of feedback problems from "floor bounce"
and other reflected sounds. Test for pickup pattern symmetry
by rotating the microphone while talking inta it from
various angles (45°, 90°) off-axis. Is the volume and tonal
quality of the microphone consistent about the axis?

e-

Ideal Cardioid Paltern

FICTION: the quality of sound is uniform with
direction of pickup for all "cardioid" microphones
A serious shortcoming of most "cardioids" is that off-axis pickup has markedly different
tonal quality than on-axis pickup. Test for uniformity of tone by walking around the
microphone placed on a stand and talking into it from various anqles,'
The volume should vary, but the tonal quality should not.

FICTION: the narrower the pickup pattern,
the better the microphone performs
Actually, for most cases the exact opposite is true. A very narrow pattern creates more
problems than it solves in attempting to obtain good, uniform sound reproduction.
Ideally, the REAR hemisphere rejection should be very great, while the front pickup
should be both broad and uniform about the axis, and at all frequencies.
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